Applications:
The FastTurn LA100 four arm turnstiles are designed to maximize one-way flow entry control and typically used in retail environments with heavy traffic. Popular choice for supermarkets, chains, automotive, liquor, and clothing stores that require moderate security. Triangular closed arm frames are easy to push, rotate smoothly for quick passage, and are manually operated. (non-electric)

The simple classic, rugged and durable design has been built to withstand the abuse of continuous flow while maintaining an affordable budget price. Unlike straight or open ended arms, the closed triangular loops are designed with safety in mind and prevent accidental bag snag and hooking of customers.

Wherever control of pedestrian traffic is necessary, these waist height turnstiles will perform flawlessly. Used as either stand alone units or as part of a fully integrated security control package, these turnstiles offer great quality and value.

About Hayward Turnstiles:
Hayward Turnstiles has over 50 years of expertise in quality manufacturing of precision aircraft parts and reliable turnstiles.

Our factory, in Milford, CT, is AS9100 Certified to aerospace standards resulting in superior turnstiles. Engineered to industrial grade specifications, they are durable and built tough for long lasting performance. We distribute worldwide with and have installations across the globe.

Get in touch with us for expert advice, design assistance, project review, free quotes and for help with your security needs. Hayward Turnstiles is your specialist in secure and reliable entry solutions. Contact us today!
Applications:
The FastTurn LA100 four arm turnstiles are designed to maximize one-way traffic flow and typically used in retail environments.

The simple classic, rugged and durable design has been built to withstand the abuse of continuous flow while maintaining an affordable budget price.

Design & Construction:
- Chrome (interior only) or Stainless Steel Finish
- Main post 3-1/2" diameter
- Arms are 1-1/4" diameter
- Hub is heavy gauge steel with internal zinc rotor
- 8" base flange with floor anchor mounts
- Triangular arm frames are easy to push, and rotate smoothly for quick passage
- Triangular arm frames have closed ends to prevent accidental bag snag and hooking of customers.
- Manual, non-electric, one way operation.
- Emergency quick release disables locking function allowing turnstile to move in both directions
- Permanently lubricated bearings
- All materials meet ASTM standards

Options:
- Choice of clockwise or counter-clockwise rotation (field adjustable)
- Customized adjacent railing system used to guide traffic. Requires one high post with header arm, one lower barrier arm, two double line posts and two curved horizontal rails
- High header post used to direct passage flow

Warranty:
Units are warranted against defects in materials and workmanship for a period of one year from date of delivery. See warranty information for specific details.

Expert Advice. Great Value. Contact Us Today!
Call: 203-647-9147 Email: sales@haywardts.com
Website: www.haywardts.com